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In this paper, two variations of the minimum cost homogeneous range assignment problem
for 2-hop broadcast from a given source are considered. A set S = {s0, s1, . . . , sn} of radio
stations are pre-placed in R2, and a source station s0 (say) is marked. In our ﬁrst problem,
the objective is to ﬁnd a real number r such that 2-hop homogeneous broadcast from s0 is
possible with range r, and the total power consumption of the entire network is minimum.
In the second problem, a real number r is given and the objective is to identify the smallest
subset of S for which range r can be assigned to accomplish the 2-hop broadcast from s0,
provided such an assignment is possible. The ﬁrst problem is solved in O (n2.376 logn) time
and O (n2) space. For the second problem, a 2-factor approximation algorithm is proposed
that runs in O (n2) time and O (n) space.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Ad hoc network is the most popular multi-hop wireless network [12], which consists of a homogeneous system of radio
stations and the connection between them is established through wireless medium. In ad hoc wireless network, the radio
stations have limited battery power; so eﬃcient range assignment of the radio stations is an important area of research.
The range assignment problem is studied extensively in the context of information broadcast, accumulation and all-to-all
communication [15]. Here, the objective is to establish communications among a set S = {s0, s1, . . . , sn} of radio stations
in R2. Each radio station si is assigned a transmission range ri to transmit messages to other radio stations inside a circular
range of radius ri centered at si . The power required by the radio station si is assumed to be r2i [13]. Thus, the cost of range
assignment of the entire network is
∑n
i=0 r2i .
In the h-hop broadcast range assignment problem, a radio station s0 (say) is designated as the source. The objective is to
broadcast message from s0 to all other radio stations in S in at most h hops such that the total cost of the entire network
is minimum.
The h-hop broadcast range assignment problem (h > 2) in R2 is known to be NP-complete [5]. Ambuhl et al. [2] proposed
a polynomial-time approximation scheme for the h-hop broadcast range assignment problem for a ﬁxed h > 2. The proposed
algorithm runs in O (nβ) time, where β = O ((8h2/)2h ). The same paper also demonstrated that for h = 2, the problem can
be solved in polynomial time; the time complexity of the proposed algorithm is O (n7). Approximation algorithms are
available for the unbounded broadcast problem (i.e., h = n − 1) in R2, with approximation factor equal to 6 [1]. The one
dimensional version of h-hop broadcast range assignment problem was ﬁrst considered by Clementi et al. [7], where the
radio stations are placed on a straight line. The proposed algorithm runs in O (hn2) time. The time complexity of this
problem is improved to O (n2) by Das et al. [11]. For a detailed survey on broadcast range assignment problem, see [6,14].
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In this paper, we shall consider the homogeneous version of the 2-hop broadcast range assignment problem in R2. In a
homogeneous wireless network, each member si ∈ S is either assigned a ﬁxed range r or is not assigned any range. In the
later case, si cannot send message to other radio stations, but can receive message from other radio stations. Thus, the cost
of a homogeneous wireless network is k × r2, where k is the number of radio stations having range r.
In Fig. 1, an example of 2-hop broadcast is demonstrated for a given range value r. The black sites or the sites having
thick boundary indicate the subset of radio stations (called S1) which are reachable from the source s0 in 1-hop, and the
sites having thin boundary indicate the subset (called S2) which are reachable from s0 in 2-hop. It is easy to understand
that s0 must be assigned the range; the members in S1 lie inside the circle C0 having radius r and centered at s0. Among
the members in S1 \ {s0}, the black sites (denoted by S∗) are assigned range r for 2-hop broadcast to the members in S2,
but those having thick boundary, need not be assigned any range. Thus, S∗ ⊆ S1 ⊂ S . All the members in S2 lie outside C0,
and for them range assignment is not required.
The homogeneous 2-hop broadcast range assignment problem for a given range r can easily be formulated using the
traditional set cover problem which is known to be NP-hard, and a (logk)-factor approximation algorithm is easy to get,
where k is the number of radio stations inside C0. This geometric set cover problem can be formulated as follows. Consider
a weighted digraph G = (S, E) where E = E1 ∪ E2, E1 = {(s0, s) | s ∈ S1} and E2 = {(s, s′) | s ∈ S1, s′ ∈ S2, δ(s, s′) r}, where
δ(s, s′) denotes the Euclidean distance of s and s′ . The weight of each edge in E1 is 1, and that of each edge in E2 is 0.
The objective is to compute a minimum weight directed Steiner tree, where the terminal nodes correspond to the members
in S2, and Steiner nodes correspond to the members in S1. The radio station s0 is a designated node such that we are
searching for a Steiner tree with root at s0. Thus, the subgraph of G with the Steiner nodes (S1) and s0 is a tree of
height 1. Zosin and Khuller [16] have shown that in a directed graph if the Steiner nodes form a tree of depth D then a
(D + 1)-factor approximation algorithm exists for the minimum cost Steiner tree problem. This technique can be adopted
to get a 2-approximation algorithm for our problem. But, it heavily depends on integer programming with a complicated
rounding technique. So, it is only of theoretical interest and of no practical use. Calinescu et al. [9] proposed two geometric
algorithms for this problem; the ﬁrst one produces 6-approximation result in O (n logn) time and the second one produces
3-approximation result in O (n log2 n) time. It is easy to show that the time complexity of their second algorithm can be
improved to O (n logn) using fractional cascading [4]. A related variation of our problem is the discrete unit disk cover
problem, where a set R of red points and a set B of blue points are given. The disks of unit size can be placed centering
at the members in B , and the objective is to cover all the red points in R with minimum number of disks. A 38-factor
approximation algorithm is available for this problem [8].
We consider the following two variations of the homogeneous 2-hop broadcast range assignment problem:
P1: Find the range value r that supports homogeneous 2-hop broadcast from s0 to all the members in S , and the total cost
of the network is minimum, and
P2: Given a range value r, check whether homogeneous 2-hop broadcast is possible from s0 to all the members in S . If
possible, then identify the minimum cardinality subset S∗ , to which the range (r) is to be assigned to accomplish the
broadcast.
In problem P1, our objective is to ﬁnd the range value r for which the total cost of range assignments for the 2-hop
broadcast from s0 to all the radio stations in S is minimum. From the nature of the problem, it is observed that the
number (k) of radio stations having non-zero range (including s0) can be 1 or 2 or 3. For each k (= 1,2,3), we compute the
minimum value of the range (rk) such that if range rk is assigned to k appropriate radio stations in S1 then 2-hop broadcast
is possible; we also calculate the total cost kr2k . Among these three costs the minimum one is chosen as the optimum
solution ropt .
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broadcast is possible with range r. Next, we identify the smallest subset of radio stations whom range r is to be assigned so
that 2-hop broadcast is possible from s0 to all the members in S . Note that, this r may be less than ropt of problem P1; still
2-hop broadcast is possible by allocating range r to many (> 3) radio stations, and hence the total cost of range assignment
is more than the optimum cost of problem P1.
We give a very simple algorithm for problem P1 which runs in O (n2.376 logn) time and O (n2) space. For problem P2, we
propose a 2-factor approximation algorithm, which runs in O (n2) time and O (n) space.
2. Problem P1
Throughout the paper we assume that the radio stations in S are numbered as {s0, s1, . . . , sn} in increasing order of their
distances from s0. A radio station s j is said to be covered by another radio station si with its assigned range r if δ(si, s j) r.
The 1-hop broadcast problem is trivial; here only one radio station s0 is to be assigned a non-zero range, and its value will
be δ(s0, sn).
Deﬁnition 1. A range value r is said to be feasible if 2-hop broadcast from s0 to all the members in S is possible by assigning
range r to s0 and some other radio stations inside the circle C0 with radius r and center at s0.
Lemma 1. For a range value r, its feasibility can be tested in O (n logn) time.
Proof. For the given range value r, we compute the set S1, and draw the Voronoi diagram VD(S1) of the members in S1 [3].
For each point p ∈ S2, we ﬁnd its nearest point qp ∈ S1 by performing the point location in the planar subdivision VD(S1).
If δ(p,qp) r for all p ∈ S2, then r is a feasible range for the 2-hop broadcast. The result follows from the time complexity
of computing VD(S1) and the time complexity of the planar point location of the members in S2. 
Fact 1. If r is a feasible range for an instance of the problem P1, then any range value r′ > r is a feasible range for that instance.
Fact 2. In the 2-hop broadcast range assignment problem from s0 , if the minimum cost is achieved for a range value r, then r must be
the Euclidean distance between a pair of members in S.
Lemma 2. In the minimum cost range assignment, |S∗| 2.
Proof. Let rmin be the minimum feasible range for the 2-hop broadcast from s0. It is obvious that if a range value 2rmin is
assigned to s0, then all the nodes in S can be reached from s0 in 1-hop, and the cost of this range assignment would be
4r2min. If a lesser cost of 2-hop broadcast range assignment with range value r ( rmin) is possible, then kr2 < 4r2min, where
k = |S∗| + 1 (this includes s0 and the members in S∗). This implies, k 3, and hence |S∗| 2. 
Lemma 2 says that, we need to compute the optimum costs of broadcast with |S∗| = 0, |S∗| = 1, and |S∗| = 2. The
optimum cost with |S∗| = 0 (the 1-hop broadcast) is (δ(s0, sn))2. We separately compute the optimum cost with |S∗| = 1
and with |S∗| = 2. Finally we choose the one having minimum cost. As a preprocessing, we execute the following steps:
• Compute an array D which contains the distances of all pairs of radio stations in S . This needs O (n2) time.
• Sort the array D in increasing order in O (n2 logn) time.
• Apply binary search to identify the minimum feasible range rmin for the 2-hop broadcast. By Lemma 1, this step needs
O (n log2 n) time.
• Delete all the elements from the array D which are less than rmin . Thus, the array D contains all the feasible ranges for
the 2-hop broadcast from s0.
Next, we apply binary search in the array D, and for each chosen r, (i) compute S1 and S2 in O (n) time, and then (ii)
execute the decision procedures for |S∗| = 1 and |S∗| = 2 as described below.
2.1. Decision procedure for |S∗| = 1
For each member s ∈ S1, compute ds = maxs′∈S2 δ(s, s′). Let  = mins∈S1 ds , and  corresponds to the radio station sˆ
(∈ S1). If  r, then decision procedure returns true with the radio station sˆ; otherwise it returns false.
2.2. Decision procedure for |S∗| = 2
For the given range r, let |S1| = k and |S2| = , where s0 /∈ S1 and k +  = n. Let us name the members in S1 as
{s11, s12, . . . , s1k} and the members in S2 as {s21, s22, . . . , s2}. We allocate a matrix M of size k× . Its (i, j)-th cell contains
1 if δ(s1i, s2 j) r, otherwise it contains 0. Thus, M[i, j] = 1 implies s1i can communicate with s2 j with range r.
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and/or M[b, j] = 1 for every j = 1,2, . . . , . This checking can easily be done in O (n3) time. We describe a faster algorithm
for this decision procedure using matrix multiplication.
Let M be the complement of the matrix M which is obtained by replacing M[i, j] = 1 − M[i, j], for each i = 1,2, . . . ,k
and j = 1,2, . . . , . Now we compute the matrix product M × MT , where MT is the transpose of matrix M . If the [a,b]-th
entry of the product matrix is a non-zero integer ν , then in ν many columns in the original matrix M ‘0’ occurs in both
a-th and b-th row. In other words, if we assign range r to the radio stations s1a and s1b , then we cannot cover ν many
members in S2. Thus, if there exists at least one ‘0’ entry in the product matrix then the procedure returns true with the
corresponding radio stations, in the sense that there exists at least one pair of elements in S1 which can cover all the
members in S2. Otherwise, the procedure returns false.
Theorem 1. The worst case time and space complexities of our proposed algorithm for problem P1 are O (n2.376 logn) and O (n2)
respectively.
Proof. The preprocessing step needs O (n2 logn) time. The decision procedure for |S∗| = 1 needs O (n2) time. The time
complexity for the decision procedure for |S∗| = 2 is dominated by that of matrix multiplication. The best known time
complexity result for the matrix multiplication problem is O (n2.376) [10]. We may need to call both the decision procedures
at most O (logn) time. Thus, the time complexity result follows. The space complexity follows from the size of the array D
and the matrices M , M and M
T
. 
3. Problem P2
Now we consider a more generic problem where a range value r is given, and the problems are (i) to test whether the
2-hop broadcast from s0 to all other radio stations in S is possible, and (ii) if possible then identify a subset S∗ ⊆ S1 of
minimum cardinality whom the range r need to be assigned for the 2-hop broadcast from s0 to all other radio stations in
S . The testing problem in part (i) can be done in O (n logn) time (see Lemma 1). For the problem in part (ii), we present a
2-factor approximation algorithm for a given feasible range r.
We use Ci to denote the circle of radius r, centered at si ∈ S . If a pair of circles Ci and C j intersect, then α(Ci,C j) and
β(Ci,C j) will denote the two intersection points of Ci and C j ; α(Ci,C j) is assumed to lie to the left side of the directed
line −−→si s j . We use I(Ci,C j) to denote the subset of S which are inside the intersection region of Ci and C j .
Since, 2-hop broadcast from s0 is possible with range r, for each member si ∈ S2, I(Ci,C0) contains at least one member
s ∈ S1. We ﬁrst apply the following steps for pruning the set S2.
Identify all the circles Ci (si ∈ S2) such that Ci ∩ C j ∩ C0 = ∅ for all s j ∈ S2, j = i. For each such Ci , we assign range
r to a radio station in Ci ∩ C0 for covering si , and delete the radio station si from S2. This needs O (n2) time.
Identify all the circles Ci (si ∈ S2) such that C j ∩ C0 ⊂ Ci ∩ C0 for some C j , s j ∈ S2. Here in order to cover s j , we
need to assign range r to a radio station in C j ∩ C0. This also covers si . Thus, we can delete the radio station si
from S2. This needs O (n logn) time.
After execution of these pruning steps, the reduced S2 will be referred to as S2. Let us consider the set of circles
C = {Ci | si ∈ S2}. Here each circle Ci (si ∈ S2) intersects with some other circle C j (s j ∈ S2), s j = si . For a pair of circles
(Ci,C j), if both α(Ci,C j) and β(Ci,C j) lie inside C0, then the pair (Ci,C j) is said to be a critical pair; otherwise, the pair is
said to be non-critical. An example of a critical pair is demonstrated in Fig. 4(b).
3.1. Restricted case: without any critical pair
We now consider a restricted case of the problem P2, where for a feasible range r, no pair of radio stations si, s j ∈ S2
exists such that their corresponding circles Ci,C j form a critical pair. We show that in such a case, the following algorithm
outputs the subset S∗ of S of minimum cardinality. We use the same algorithm for designing the approximation algorithm
for the general case.
Lemma 3. If for every pair of points sa, sb ∈ S2 , the corresponding circles Ca, Cb form a non-critical pair and the boundary of C0 is not
entirely covered by
⋃
s j∈S2 C j , then Algorithm 1 produces optimum result for the problem P2.
Proof. Let p be a point on the boundary of C0 which is not covered by
⋃
si∈S2 Ci . Sort the points {α(Ci,C0), si ∈ S2} in
anticlockwise order starting from the point p.
Let S∗ = {s∗1, s∗2, . . . , s∗m} denote the set of radio stations having range r in the solution produced by our algorithm, where
s0 is not included in S∗ . Therefore, I(C0,C1) contains at least one member of S∗ . In our algorithm, if k+ 1 is the minimum
index such that the region
⋂k+1 I(C0,Ci) does not contain any radio station in S1, then our algorithm chooses a radioi=1
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Input: Two sets of radio stations S1 and S2.
Output: The set S∗ of radio stations with non-zero range.
Initialization: Let L be a list of circularly sorted points {α(Ci ,C0) | si ∈ S2} in anticlockwise order. We use αi to denote α(Ci ,C0).
Procedure:
for each element αi ∈L do∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
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∣
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∣
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∣
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∣
∣
∣
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Step 1: /* Assuming that αi is the starting position of the circular sorted list,
rename the circles corresponding to the members in S2 as follows: */
for k = 1,2, . . . , |S2| do
| assign the name Ck to the circle corresponding to α((i+k−1) mod |S2 |)
end
Set j = 1;
Step 2: /* Choose members in S∗ for range assignment */;
while j |S2| do∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
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if
⋂|S2 |
= j I(C,C0) = ∅ then∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
assign range r to a radio station sp ∈⋂|S2 |= j I(C,C0);
set j = |S2| + 1;
else
Find an index k such that
⋂k
= j I(C,C0) = ∅ but
⋂k+1
= j I(C,C0) = ∅
(/* We say, C j ,C j+1, . . . ,Ck satisfy consecutive property /*);
Identify a radio station sp ∈⋂k= j I(C,C0) such that
δ(sp , s0) > δ(st , s0) for all st ∈⋂k= j I(C,C0);
Assign range r to the radio station sp;
set j = k + 1;
end
end
end
Fig. 2. Proof of Lemma 3.
station s ∈⋂ki=1 I(C0,Ci) for the range assignment, where δ(s, s0) > δ(t, s0) for all t ∈
⋂k
i=1 I(C0,Ci). The same process is
repeated from Ck+1 onwards. We show that there exists an optimal solution with s having range r.
In the optimum solution, covering the circles C1,C2, . . . ,Ck+1 need two radio stations in S1. So, if there exists a radio
station s′ ∈ S1 (say) which can cover both C1 and Ck+1, then there exists at least one circle C ∈ {C2,C3, . . . ,Ck} such that
C is not covered by s′ . To cover the circle C , we need one more radio station, say s′′ ∈ S1. Let us now analyze the possible
positions of s′′ by splitting the region I(C0,C) into three disjoint parts as follows (see Fig. 2):
R1: I(C0,C) − I(C0,Ck+1) (light-shaded region),
R2: I(C0,C1) ∩ I(C0,C) ∩ I(C0,Ck+1) (dark-shaded region),
R3: I(C0,C) − I(C0,C1) (dotted region).
If s′′ ∈ R1, then we may choose s instead of s′′ for covering C , which in turn, covers C1,C2, . . . ,Ck . The circle Ck+1 may
be covered by some other member of S1 (may be different from s′), which in turn, cover some other circles C j , where
j > k + 1. Thus, the choice of s ∈ S∗ is correct.
If s′′ ∈ R2, then we agree that C1, C and Ck+1 can be covered by a single member s′′ ∈ S1. This implies that the purpose
of choosing s′ for covering C1 and Ck+1 jointly can be served by s′′ . But, since
⋂k+1
i=1 I(C0,Ci) does not contain any member
in S1, there exists some other member C′ , ′  k which is not covered by s′′ . This situation happens for all choices of
s′′ ∈ R2 to cover C1 and Ck+1 jointly.
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Our algorithm has chosen s ∈ S∗ for covering C1,C2, . . . ,Ck , and it also makes us free to choose some other radio station
in S1 (may be different from s′′) which can cover Ck+1 and some other circles C j , where j > k + 1.
Finally, if s′′ ∈ R3, then surely s′′ ∈ Ck+1 since s′ ∈ (C1 ∩ Ck+1) − C (see Fig. 2). As in the earlier case, we can argue that
the choice of s ∈ S∗ (instead of s′) for covering C1,C2, . . . ,Ck is ﬁne. Ck+1 along with some other circles C j , j > k + 1, may
be covered by some other radio station (may be s′′) in S1. 
Thus, if any point on the boundary of C0 remains uncovered considering all the circles in {Ci | si ∈ S2}, then by Lemma 3,
our algorithm produces the optimum solution, and it can be computed in O (n2) time as follows:
Traverse the boundary of C0 in anticlockwise direction to identify α(Ci,C0) which is closest to the point p. Sort
the array L in anticlockwise order starting from α(Ci,C0), and then execute a single iteration of the for loop of
Algorithm 1 with α1 = α(Ci,C0) only.
Note: Even if there exists no point on the boundary of C0 which is uncovered by the members {Ci | si ∈ S2}, we can ﬁnd
the optimum solution provided there exists a point p on the boundary of C0 such that p is covered by a subset C˜ of circles
in {Ci | si ∈ S2}, but the intersection region of the members in C˜ inside C0 does not contain any member of S1.
Lemma 4. In the restricted case, a single iteration of the for loop of Algorithm 1 produces a solution of size at most OPT + 1, where
OPT is the size of the optimum solution for the given set of radio stations S and the range r.
Proof. Let us choose a point α(Ci,C0) as α1, and execute Steps 1 and 2 in the for loop. Let k be an index such that⋂k
j=1 I(C j,C0) = ∅ but
⋂k+1
j=1 I(C j,C0) = ∅. In Step 2, the algorithm ﬁrst includes a radio station s ∈ S∗ for assigning range
r if s ∈⋂kj=1 I(C j,C0), and δ(s0, s) > δ(s0, t) for all t ∈
⋂k
j=1 I(C j,C0). Then, it computes the updated set S ′2 by deleting all
the radio stations in S2 that are covered by s, and repeats the while loop of Step 2 again.
We now claim that the solution produced by our algorithm for the set of radio stations S ′2 is optimum. Let us draw a
ray −→s0s which hits the boundary of C0 at p (see Fig. 3). If p is not covered by any circle Ci , si ∈ S2, then our claim follows
from Lemma 3.
So, we need to consider the case where p is covered by a circle Cˆ corresponding to some member in sˆ ∈ S ′2. Without
loss of generality, assume that sˆ lies to the left side of −→s0s (see Fig. 3). Now consider the shaded region deﬁned by the circle
Cˆ to the right side of the ray −→s0s inside C0. This region does not contain any member in S1 due to the following facts
The shaded region is completely contained in
⋂k
j=1 I(C j,C0).
If there exists a radio station s′ ∈ S1 inside the shaded region ⋂kj=1 I(C j,C0) ∩ I(Cˆ,C0), then δ(sˆ, s0) > δ(s, s0).
Thus, we observed that there exists no radio station in S1 which lies inside both the circles C j and C j′ , and the correspond-
ing radio stations s j, s j′ ∈ S ′2 lie in different sides of the ray −→s0s. Thus, for each radio station s j ∈ S ′2 that are to the left side
of p, if α(C j,C0) is to the right of p, then we move it at p keeping the sorted order of L invariant. Similarly, for each radio
station s j′ ∈ S ′2 that are to the right side of p, if β(C j′ ,C0) is to the left of p, then we move it at p keeping the sorted order
of L invariant. Now, we can apply Lemma 3 to get the optimum solution for S ′2.
In both these cases, since S ′2 ⊆ S2, the size of the optimum solution for S ′2 is at most OPT . The lemma follows from the
fact that, the solution produced by our algorithm consists of s and the optimum solution for S ′2. 
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Lemma 5. If a given instance S and r of the problem P2 satisﬁes the restricted case, then the solution S∗ produced by Algorithm 1 is
optimum.
Proof. Let us consider an optimal solution {so1, so2, . . . , soOPT} for the given instance. Without loss of generality, let us assume
that {C1,C2, . . . ,Ck} be the set of circles corresponding to the points in S2 which are covered by so1, and their α points
appear consecutively in the list L. By Lemmata 3 and 4, an iteration of Step 1 and Step 2 of our algorithm starting from
α(C1,C0) can generate a solution of size OPT . Since, our algorithm is executed with α1 = α(Ci,C0) for all si ∈ S2, the lemma
follows. 
Theorem 2. In the restricted case, Algorithm 1 computes optimum solution in O (n3) time using O (n) space.
Proof. The optimality of the solution produced by our algorithm follows from Lemma 5. The proof of complexity results are
as follows:
Step 1 needs O (n logn) time for the sorting. The number of iterations of the for loop is O (n). Since the time for
computing the intersection of two ordered sets is O (n), and in Step 2, O (n) such intersections are computed in the worst
case, the time needed for executing each iteration of the for loop is O (n2). The space complexity follows from the fact that
we need to store {α(Ci,C0) | si ∈ S2} in an array, and the circular scan needs only a constant number of extra spaces. 
3.2. Approximation algorithm for the general case
In the general case, Algorithm 1 may not produce optimum solution for a feasible range r. Fig. 4(a) explains the situation,
where {s0, s1, s3} indicates the optimum solutions, and {s0, s2, s3, s4} is the output of our algorithm. We show that in the
general case, Algorithm 1 can be used to produce a 2-factor approximation result.
Lemma 6. For a pair of points si, s j ∈ S2 , if both α(Ci,C j) and β(Ci,C j) are inside C0 , then  si s0s j > π2 .
Proof. Let p be the point on the boundary of C0 such that p /∈ Ci ∪ C j (see Fig. 4(b)). Now, consider the triangle si ps0,
where si p > r (as p is outside Ci ) and s0p = r. Thus,  psi s0 <  si s0p. Similarly in the triangle s j ps0,  ps j s0 <  s j s0p.
Thus, in the triangle si s0s j ,  si s j s0 +  s j si s0 <  si s0s j . This proves the lemma. 
Based on Lemma 6, we modify Algorithm 1 so that it produces a 3-factor approximation result in O (n2) time.
We draw two mutually orthogonal lines L1 and L2 passing through s0. This partitions the plane into four quadrants.
Let Sk2 be the set of radio stations of S2 in the k-th quadrant, k = 1,2,3,4. By Lemma 6, if for a pair of points si, s j ∈ Sk2,
their corresponding circles Ci and C j intersect, then at least one point of α(Ci,C j) and β(Ci,C j) will lie outside C0. Thus,
if Algorithm 1 is executed only for the radio stations in Sk2, it assigns range r to a minimum size subset of S1 (of size χk
say) for the 2-hop broadcast from s0 to the radio stations in Sk2 (see Lemma 5). Obviously,
∑4
k=1 χk  4 × OPT . Following
theorem says that it is indeed a 3-approximation algorithm.
Theorem 3.
∑4
k=1 χk  3OPT.
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Proof. Let Ok denote the radio stations in the optimum solution O which lie inside the k-th quadrant, k = 1,2,3,4. In
our proposed algorithm, χk denotes the number of members chosen from S1 for assigning range r for broadcasting to the
members in Sk2.
Consider the members in S12. For any radio station s j ∈ S12, the circle C j does not span inside the portion of C0 in the 3-rd
quadrant. Thus, the optimum solution for S12 does not contain any member of S
3
1. This implies, χ1  |O1| + |O2| + |O4|.
Similarly, it can be proved that χ2  |O1| + |O2| + |O3|, χ3  |O2| + |O3| + |O4|, and χ4  |O1| + |O3| + |O4|. Thus,∑4
k=1 χk  3(|O1| + |O2| + |O3| + |O4|) = 3× OPT . 
Theorem 4. The time complexity of the proposed 3-approximation algorithm in the general case is O (n2).
Proof. We execute Algorithm 1 for each subset Sk2 ∈ S2, k = 1,2,3,4, separately. While considering Sk2, none of the arcs
span to its diagonally opposite quadrant. By Lemma 3, we need to execute only one iteration of the for loop (Step 1 and
Step 2) instead of |Sk2| iterations. 
3.3. Improved analysis of the approximation factor
We now show that Algorithm 1 produces a 2-factor approximation result in O (n2) time.
Lemma 7. For a triple of points si, s j, sk ∈ S2 , if each pair of circles (Ci,C j), (C j,Ck) and (Ci,Ck) forms a critical pair, then Ci ∩ C j ∩
Ck = φ .
Proof. Since (Ci,C j) forms a critical pair, α(Ci,C j), β(Ci,C j) are inside C0, and  si s0s j > π2 (by Lemma 6). Thus, Ci ∩ C j
lies entirely in the region A1 as shown in Fig. 5(a). Using the same argument, C j ∩ Ck and Ck ∩ Ci lie in the regions A2 and
A3 respectively. Since the regions A1, A2 and A3 have only one common point, namely s0, we may have s0 ∈ Ci ∩ C j ∩ Ck .
But, since si, s j, sk ∈ S2 (outside the boundary of C0), s0 /∈ Ci,C j,Ck . 
Lemma 8. If sθ ∈ S1 covers a set of radio stations Sˆ2 = {sˆ1, sˆ2, . . . , sˆk} ∈ S2 , then Sˆ2 can be partitioned into at most two subsets Sˆ ′2
and Sˆ ′′2 such that no critical pair exists with two circles corresponding to two members in Sˆ ′2 (resp. Sˆ ′′2).
Proof. Let  be the line passing through s0, and is perpendicular to the line joining (s0, sθ ). Let S ′2 be the subset of S2 that
lies in one side of  that contains sθ . Clearly, Sˆ2 ⊆ S ′2. Now, we partition the set Sˆ2 into two subsets Sˆ ′2 and Sˆ ′′2 such that
the members in Sˆ ′2 and Sˆ ′′2 are in different sides of the line containing (s0, sθ ). By Lemma 6, there exists no pair of members
in Sˆ ′2 (resp. Sˆ ′′2) whose corresponding circles can form critical pair. 
Remark 1. Consider a single iteration of Step 1 and Step 2 with a particular αi ∈ L. The while loop of Step 2 may be iterated
many times. In a particular iteration of this loop with starting point α(C j,C0), we computed the maximum index k such
that
⋂k
= j I(C,C0) = ∅, and then identiﬁed an appropriate radio station s ∈
⋂k
= j I(C,C0) for assigning range r. We start
the next iteration of the while loop from Ck+1, and so on. Let  be the size of the solution obtained by this procedure.
Instead of that, if we choose a radio station inside
⋂k′
= j I(C,C0), where k′ < k, then the size of the solution obtained
will be greater than or equal to .
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iteration of Step 1 and Step 2 of Algorithm 1 produces a 2-factor approximation result for the general case.
Proof. Let {C1,C2, . . . ,C|S2|} be the order of the circles in list L while sorted with respect to the points {α(Ci,C0), si ∈ S2}
in anticlockwise order starting from the point p. In the optimal solution, let C = {Ci1 ,Ci2 , . . . ,Cik ,C j1 ,C j2 , . . . ,C j } be the
set of circles which are covered by sθ , where i1 < i2 < · · · < ik < j1 < j2 < · · · < j . By Lemma 8, we may split the members
in C in at most two sets CA = {Ci1 ,Ci2 , . . . ,Cik } and CB = {C j1 ,C j2 , . . . ,C j } such that there may exist critical pair(s) among
the members in C such that each critical pair is formed with one member from CA and one member from CB , and sθ lies in
the intersection region of each of these critical pairs; but two circles in CA (resp. CB ) cannot form a critical pair. We show
that our algorithm uses at most two radio stations to cover the circles in C = CA ∪ CB .
We ﬁrst consider the circles in CA . If these are contiguous in the list L, then these are covered by a single radio station
sθ or some other radio station in their intersection region. Otherwise, let μ be the minimum index such that Cμ /∈ CA , and
Cμ lies between Cim ,Cim+1 ∈ CA in the list L (see Fig. 5(b)). As shown in the proof of Lemma 3, it is enough to consider the
circles Ci1 ,Ci2 , . . . ,Cim which can be covered by a single radio station in our algorithm. The other circles Cim+1 , . . . ,Cik ∈ CA
will be covered by the radio station used for covering Cμ in the optimum solution.
Let us now consider the members in CB . For this, we may assume that a new iteration of Step 2 of the algorithm starts
from C j1 , and it uses one radio station for covering the members in CB or a part of it. By Remark 1, the size of the solution
obtained here is greater than the size of the solution obtained by our algorithm.
Thus, effectively our algorithm uses at most two radio stations for covering the members in C instead of sθ . 
Theorem 5. Algorithm 1 produces a 2-factor approximation result for the general 2-hop broadcast problem.
Proof. If there exists a point p on the boundary of C0 which is not covered by any circle corresponding to the members
in S2, then we can generate a solution of size 2OPT (excluding s0) for the general problem (see Lemma 9). If no such point
p is found, we can create such a point on the boundary of C0 by assigning range r to a member in S1 which is farthest
from s0, and delete all the members in S2 that are covered by the corresponding circle. Since range r is assigned to s0 also,
the size of the solution produced by our algorithm is at most 2|S∗| + 2. The theorem follows from the fact that the size of
the optimum solution is |S∗| + 1 (including s0). 
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